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Firstly an apology for the lack of content but this is the result of me being away for the equivalent of a month in

the last two – all very enjoyable, especially the time spent at ATL clearing much of my Delta needs, but also 

meaning less time to spend on my monthly missive. I am also sorry that due to the appalling weather in some of

the USA our guest speaker, Ross Stewart, was unable to get a flight home and, therefore, was unable make his 

presentation “The History of RAF Wethersfield” at the last meeting. Hopefully we will see Ross at a future 

date. 

Because of this late cancellation Richard had to hastily arrange a photo evening and a big thanks to all those 

who responded with a wide ranging set of photos for the 14 people who attended the meeting.

On 14th May Nigel and Andy called upon the EHAA operational base at North Weald and on behalf of the 

branch presented them with a copy of Nigel’s superb canvas photo of their AW169 G-HHEM – you will recall a

similar canvas was presented last month to the EHAA HQ at Earls Colne.

On the Stansted front the airport saw its first commercial A380 flights when this month's cover star (taken by 

Andrew Goldsmith on May 30th) 9H-MIP of HiFly Malta operated charters to the Arsenal Vs Chelsea Europa 

League final in Baku and to New York JFK for the Anthony Joshua Vs Andy Ruiz Jr Boxing match at Madison 

Square Garden. 

Only STN news if you stretch the definition of “news” but 100 years ago in June 1919 Alcock and Brown 

completed the first ever non-stop trans-Atlantic flight a route which currently eludes STN’s schedules but 

maybe, just maybe, Jet Blue may select STN for their 2020 planned A321LR schedules from New York and 

Boston. Also in 1919, on 25th August, AT&T commenced the first scheduled service from London (Hounslow 

Heath aka Heathrow) to Paris, a route which has only returned to STN’s schedules this year.

And courtesy of Andy Goldsmith a few recent visitors to STN



Oman Royal Flight Boeing 747SP A4O-SO

2 Excel Aviation Boeing 737-3Y0 G-TGPG

Uzbekistan Airways Boeing 767-33PER/F UK-67001



And one from Michael Jones

“New” Laudamotion A320 OE-LOZ

As an aside Laudamotion will be rebranding itself simply as Lauda later this year after Ryanair purchased the 

airline in January from founder Niki Lauda who sadly died on May 20th aged 70. The Lauda fleet is expected to 

grow from 19 to 25 this year increasing to 30 in summer 2020.

As most of you will know, after 18 years being held at North Weald the Air-Britain Fly-In on 22-23 June will be

held at Turweston, a venue which previously hosted this event for 4 years over the period 1993-96. Andy 

Goldsmith’s presentation last month may well have given you some ideas of how to combine your attendance at 

the Fly-In with a visit to other airfields en route if you drive via the M40. Hopefully the weather will be 

favourable. 



A few of my photos taken at Turweston in 2010 of aircraft attending a Vintage Aircraft Club Fly-In

G-GLSU Bucker Bu181B-1 Bestmann

G-DAME Van’s RV-7



G-AOIR Thruxton Jackaroo

Our next meeting will be on Tuesday 2nd July and, as always, at St. John’s Church Hall and commencing at 

8:15pm, and is another “first” following a discussion point at the AGM, when there will be a theme evening for 

members photos. We kick off this inaugural focussed evening with an all encompassing title “de Havilland 

Aircraft” which we hope will be a wide enough topic to encourage most of our members to sort out some of 

their favourite photos of aircraft produced by this company (including their Canada and Australia offshoots and 

DH designed aircraft produced overseas). There are well over 100 different aircraft types - civil, military, 

experimental - from the DH stable to select your photos from!  

Just a few of rules/guidelines. 

a. Please edit your photos into sets of 30 and separate those sets on the memory stick

b. No limit to the total number of photos you may show in the course of the evening but everyone with 

photos will show them on a rota basis of 30 per session

c. In the event that we run out of time then those unseen will be given priority at a future meeting

d. In the event there are insufficient “entries” under this topic then please also have a few non-DH photos 

available

e. Finally – maybe a short narrative such as what it is and where it the photo was taken, and anything of 

interest relating to that individual aircraft or the type in general.



And Finally, Onto Late Finals...............

777 pilot: "Do you know it costs us two thousand dollars to make a 360 in this airplane?"

Controller: "Roger, give me four thousand dollars worth."

Brian Richards

Air-Britain Stansted Branch Chairman


